Abstract: Mutational robustness describes the extent to which a phenotype remains unchanged in the face of mutations. Theory predicts that the strength of direct selection for mutational robustness is at most the magnitude of the rate of deleterious mutation. As far as nucleic acid sequences are concerned, only long sequences in organisms with high deleterious mutation rates and large population sizes are expected to evolve mutational robustness. Surprisingly, recent studies have concluded that molecules that meet none of these conditions-the microRNA precursors (pre-miRNAs) of multicellular eukaryotes-show signs of selection for mutational and/or environmental robustness. To resolve the apparent disagreement between theory and these studies, we have reconstructed the evolutionary history of Drosophila pre-miRNAs and compared the robustness of each sequence to that of its reconstructed ancestor. In addition, we "replayed the tape" of pre-miRNA evolution via simulation under different evolutionary assumptions and compared these alternative histories with the actual one. We found that Drosophila pre-miRNAs have evolved under strong purifying selection against changes in secondary structure. Contrary to earlier claims, there is no evidence that these RNAs have been shaped by either direct or congruent selection for any kind of robustness. Instead, the high robustness of Drosophila pre-miRNAs appears to be mostly intrinsic and likely a consequence of selection for functional structures. Mutational robustness describes the extent to which a phenotype remains unchanged in 23 the face of mutations. Theory predicts that the strength of direct selection for mutational 24 robustness is at most the magnitude of the rate of deleterious mutation. As far as nucleic-25 acid sequences are concerned, only long sequences in organisms with high deleterious 26 mutation rates and large population sizes are expected to evolve mutational robustness. 27
secondary structure from the genomes of RNA viruses were found to be significantly 55 more resistant to mutations than nonconserved elements (Wagner and Stadler 1999) . 56
How did this high mutational robustness evolve? One possibility is that it resulted 57 from direct selection for high mutational robustness (de Visser et al. 2003) . The strength 58 of selection for mutational robustness is at most the magnitude of the deleterious 59 mutation rate, U del (Kimura 1967; Proulx and Phillips 2005) . For a single RNA or protein 60 molecule, the deleterious mutation rate is given by del del U LP µ = , where µ is the mutation 61 rate per site, per generation, L is the length of the sequence, and P del is the probability that 62 a mutation is deleterious. (Note that 1-P del is a measure of neutrality or mutational 63 robustness.) For example, the human enzyme 3MDG has L = 894 nucleotides (nt) and 64 Subsequent studies (Shu et Second, the pre-miRNAs considered are not phylogenetically independent (Felsenstein 142 1985) . Here we use a rigorous phylogenetic framework (Fig. 2) to test whether or not the 143 mutational and environmental robusteness of Drosophila pre-miRNAs have been subject 144 to selection during 60 million years of evolution. 145 146 147
Materials and Methods 148
Pre-miRNA genes and ancestral sequence reconstruction 149
We constructed a dataset of pre-miRNAs by downloading Drosophila sequences 150 We gathered a total of 71 pre-miRNA orthologous gene sets (Table S1 ) and 157 aligned the sequences for each gene using MAFFT v6.717b (globalpair/G-INS-i 158 alignment algorithm with default parameters and maximum iterations at 1000) (Katoh 159 and Toh 2008). The guide tree used for the alignments was the phylogenetic tree in Fig. 2 Ancestry was inferred from our alignments and guide trees using the "best exact 166 scenario" option and default parameters. Ancestral state reconstruction did not take into 167 account the secondary structures of the sequences involved. We restricted our analyses to 168 the terminal branches in the ancestral reconstruction that included at least one substitution 169 and no insertions or deletions (indels), resulting in 221 usable branches (Fig. 2) . 170
171
Secondary structure prediction and simulation of alternative descendants 172
For each of the 221 terminal branches included in our analysis, we predicted the 173 minimum free energy (MFE) structure of the ancestor and descendant using the folding 174 algorithm developed by Zuker and Stiegler (1981) branches that contained k = 1 or 2 substitutions. For branches that contained k ≥ 3 183 substitutions, we uniformly generated random descendants with replacement. For these 184 searches, the sampling algorithm stopped when either it found 1,000 descendants with the 185 same MFE structure (a success) or the probability of finding a descendant with the same 186 MFE structure was less than 6 
10
− . To estimate this probability we used pseudocounts: 187 ( ) 1 same structure 2
where S is the number of successes and N is the total number of sequences tried. 189
In addition to simulating possible descendants with the same MFE structure, we 190 also simulated possible descendants without constraining on structure. As before, webranch dataset. However, we simply kept the first 1,000 simulated descendants for any 193 value of k. Because structure was not constrained, these sets contained some sequences 194 with the same MFE structure as the natural descendant and some with a different 195 structure. We refer to the two sets of simulations as structure-constrained and structure-196 unconstrained, respectively. 197
198

Measuring robustness 199
Robustness is best measured as a variance ( two structures calculated using the bp_distance algorithm in the Vienna RNA package 206 (Hofacker et al. 1994 ) (the number of bps present in one structure, but not the other). 207
We define the mutational "fragility" of a sequence of length L as 208
where d i is the MFE structural distance between the sequence and its mutant neighbor i. 210
This statistic is inversely related to robustness ( 0 m f = for a maximally robust sequence). 211
We measure mutational robustness as 1
We define the environmental fragility of a sequence of length L as the variance of 213 its structural ensemble: 214
where d j is the distance between a sampled pair of structures from the ensemble, and N is 216 the number of sampled pairs. As before, environmental robustness (or thermodynamic 217 stability) is calculated as 1 e e r f = − . We generated ensembles via Vienna RNA's partition 218 function folding algorithm (pf_fold) using the default temperature of 310 K, and 219 calculated f e from N = 10 6 sampled pairs. 220
The distributions of r m and r e for the 165 Drosophila pre-miRNAs were similar 221 and skewed towards the maximum of 1, indicating that these natural sequences are highly 222 robust (Fig. S4A) . Furthermore, the two types of robustness were strongly correlated 223 The number of terminal branches with only substitutions was 221. About half of 234 these branches contained a single substitution, but 18% had 4 or more substitutions 235 allowing us to explore a broad range of evolutionary divergences (Table 1) . Eighty 236 branches had at least 100 samples, and 86 had between 20 and 99 samples. Notably, 6 237 branches produced no samples with the same structure. 238
We further pruned these 221 branches by estimating the mutational and 239
environmental robustness values of each of the samples in their null distributions and 240 excluding branches that had less than 20 unique mutational robustness values. This 241 produced a final dataset that contained 165 branches (Fig. 2) . The 165 branches came 242 from 62 orthologous genes; 9 orthologous genes-miR-1, miR-124, miR-125, miR-283, 243 miR-289, miR-2a-2, miR-2c, miR-307, and miR-iab-4-produced no branches that made 244 the final dataset. For each Drosophila species, except D. persimilis, we were able to 245 retain at least 4 terminal branches with only substitutions and a sufficient number of 246 unique robustness values of simulated sequences (Table S1 ). Including lower-resolution 247 branches or excluding branches with a single substitution did not affect our conclusions. 248 249
Test of selection
To determine whether pre-miRNA sequences have been selected for increased 251 robustness, we compared the robustness of the natural sequences to null distributions 252 produced in our simulations. On some branches, the descendant structure was so unusual 253 that we did not have enough robustness values to make a meaningful comparison (Table  254 1). Out of the 221 branches, we excluded ones for which the simulations produced less 255 than 20 unique values for r m . This gave us 165 branches to test whether there had been 256 selection for increased robustness (Fig. 2) . (Note that one branch from rows 2-4 of Table  257 1 is excluded due to the uniqueness criteria, resulting in 165 not 166 branches in this 258 The previous test assumed that neutral evolution of robustness would cause 303 robustness not to change (on average) between ancestor and descendant. However, this 304 assumption would not be met if, for example, most mutations caused a reduction in pre-305 miRNA robustness. To take such a possibility into account we replayed the tape of 306 evolution (Gould 1989 ); we generated a null distribution of descendant pre-miRNA 307 sequences at the same sequence distance (k) from the ancestor and with the same 308 secondary structure as the real descendant (i.e. with bp distance, d = 0). Fig. 1B showsD. pseudoobscura mir-317. The null distribution allows us to measure the extent to which 311 a real descendant pre-miRNA is more or less robust than expected under neutral 312 evolution, when structure is the only constraint. For example, dps-mir-317 corresponds to 313 the q = 54.7% quantile of the null distribution, implying that it is slightly more robust 314 than expected, despite being slightly less robust than its ancestor (Fig. 1B) . If the 315 robustness of Drosophila pre-miRNAs has been evolving neutrally, then we expect that 316 values of q over the entire dataset should be uniformly distributed. analysis? To test this assumption, we generated a new null distribution of descendant pre-329 miRNA sequences. These were at the same sequence distance (k) from the ancestor as the 330 real descendant, but their structure was not constrained in any way (i.e. we allowed any 331 value of d between real and simulated descendant). We then repeated the analysis 332 described in the previous section. The CDFs of q are plotted in Fig. 5A and show a highly 333 statistically significant deviation from a uniform distribution (Anderson-Darling test: 334 6 4 10 p − < × for both r m and r e ): ~75% of descendants are more robust than expected (q > 335 0.5). These results are caused by variation in structure; that is, both mutational and 336 environmental robustness tend to decrease as the structures of simulated sequences 337 deviate more from the structure of the corresponding (natural) descendant pre-miRNA 338 (Fig. 5C ). This result indicates that the constraint on structure is a crucial assumption of 339 these analyses. What might cause such a constraint? One possibility is that there is strongstructures of descendants should be closer to those of their ancestors than expected by 342 chance. To test this prediction, we used the structure-unconstrained null distribution of 343 descendant pre-miRNA sequences and employed the same approach we used for 344 robustness in the previous section. Over 90% of descendants were, indeed, structurally 345 closer to their ancestors than expected under neutral evolution (q > 0.5; Anderson-346 Darling test: 6 4 10 p − < × ; Fig. 5B) . Therefore, the evolution of Drosophila pre-miRNAs 347 is consistent with the operation of strong purifying selection in which the functional 348 constraint is the secondary structure. 349
The results so far could be explained by an alternative scenario, in which 350 robustness is under strong directional selection, while the secondary-structure constraint 351 is a byproduct of this selection. This hypothesis may also account for the observation that Shu et al. 2007 ). This is illustrated in Fig. S1 for the 355 structure of dps-mir-317; random sequences with the same structure as the natural pre-356 miRNA are, on average, more robust than random sequences unconstrained for structure. 357
We tested this "inverted" selection hypothesis and found that our data does not support it 358 (Fig. S3) . Another argument against this scenario is that selection should act more 359 strongly on the "mean" structure expressed by individual organisms than on the 360 "variance" in structure, either within those organisms (environmental robustness) or 361 among their offspring (mutational robustness). Indeed, it would be difficult to imagine 362 how selection for robustness in structure could take place in the absence of some form of 363 purifying selection on structure. 364
In conclusion, our data is best explained by an evolutionary scenario of neutral 365 evolution of robustness acting in combination with strong selection against changes in 366 pre-miRNA structure. pre-miRNA structure. We have shown that one plausible mechanism for this constraint-383 strong purifying selection-can explain the observed pattern of evolution in secondary 384 structure (Fig. 5B) . Strong purifying selection can also account for the observation that 385
Drosophila pre-miRNAs evolve ~30% slower than nonsynonymous sites of protein-386 coding genes (Nozawa, Miura, and Nei 2010). Indeed, there is strong evidence that pre-387 miRNAs are subject to stringent structural constraint: the precise structure of a pre- 
